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Nested Closed-Loop Scheme for Tread Extrusion
Closed-Loop control for the extrusion process
has been an elusive goal for many tire makers.
The traditional approach has been to set the
extruderto a standardset of conditions, then
vary the takeaway conveyorspeed to draw-down
the stock according to an in-line weigh-scale
measurement. This is a partial solution at best,
as a weight can be within specificationlimits,
but the rubber profile can be out if specification
dimensionally– too big on the left and too small
on the right for instance
. This imbalanced
die-flow can result in non-symmetrical treads
associatedwith cured-tire conicity and couple
imbalance. Increasing and decreasing the drawdown often exacerbates these asymmetries.
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SIMPLIFIED VISUALIZATION FOR PROFILE
MEASUREMENTS
PsViewer software has been enhanced with six
significant new features to improve onlineprofile
measurement. These are:

In order to improve the state-of-the-art for draw- 1. Zone-Based Thickness Measurement- This
down control, Starrett-Bytewise has devised a
feature divides the profile into a user-defined
nested control scheme that incorporatesboth
number of segments, each with a specified
weight and dimensionparameters. The Hot
target value and allowableupper and lower
OLP Controller takes the real-time weigh scale
control limits. This simplifiesrecipe setup and
and OLP measurementsnear the die and after
minimizes reported numbers, while ensuring
the puller, compares them to the Hot Set-Point
proper measurement alignment. It also
Specifications
, and continuously outputs the
makes for much more robust measurements,
errorto the Puller Conveyor Controller so it can
as each measurement boundary does not
adjust the puller speed to minimizethe combined
need to be auto-located to a particular
hot weight and dimensional errors.
feature– somethingthat has previously made
automatedonline measurements challenging.
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2. “Percent of Tolerance” Visualization
Establishing the Hot Set-Points Specifications
This normalizes the measurement erroras
is not trivial; it requires carefulconsideration
a percentof the allowable limits so that the
due to the complex shrinkage that occurs
operator does not need to make a judgment
duringcooling. The relationship between the
based on scalar quantities. This makes the
hot measurementsand cold, post-shrinkage
measurement significanceeasy to grasp,
measurements are evaluatedusing the nested
regardlessof differing tolerancesfor different
control-loopfunction. In this scheme, weight
zones.
and dimensions are checked at the end-of-line
to verify conformanceto the specification. The 3. Scaled Error Plot – This allows the design
Cold OLP Controller takes the final weigh scale
to maintain its proportion, but the errorsto be
and OLP measurements, comparesthem to the
drawn highly scaled, for easy visualization.
Cold Set-Point Specifications, and changes the
Hot Set-Point Specificationsin order to minimize 4. Improved Feature Tracking – This makes
final weight and dimensional error. Since the
width measurements between geometric
time differential between the die and the endfeaturesmore robust.
of-line is quite large, Hot Set-Point changes are
done after the end of each run and take effect for 5. Improved Integration with the Starrettthe next run.
Bytewise Offline Profilometer – This means
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6. Time Based Averaging - Averaging profile
measurements over time significantlyreduces
variation of measurementresults according to
the Central Limit Theorem. The profiles can
be acquired at 5 per secondand averaged
on 1 second intervals, or whateverintervalis
appropriatefor the application.
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that the test specifications previouslyentered
by the die shop do not have to be re-entered.
Test plans can also be entered as a series of
x,y numbersin a table.
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